
 
 

MODIFTY / MAGNFY / MINIFY
The storage space for sports equipment (i.e. aths 
equipment) at the Churack Pavillon could be increased. A 
dugout-like design on the southern end of the pavilion could 
be incorporated.

PUT TO ANOTHER USE
Currently the Churack Pavilion is used for many different 
sports that don’t necessarily use the Memorial Oval directly 
(i.e. Rowing, Cross-Country). It is also used often for non-
…..

RESEARCH   ⎮   SCAMPER

Pavilion Research 
Evaluating current pavilion designs on broad scale was an important step to my research. I broke down the sports 
pavilions using the Scamper Brainstorming method. It was done in an aim to identify the points of weakness in some 
designs and possible ways it could be resolved / improved.

Churack Pavillion 
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COMBINE
A permanent in-built PA system with outdoor speakers attached the roof could be incorporated into the Churack 
design. When in use, particularly at House events, such a system is needed. 

ADAPT
The umpires room is particularly small (only 2 umpires can get changed / showered at any one time). This room 
design could be increased or slightly adjusted to make better use of the space.

SUBSTITIE
A very classic pavilion gable roof (as seen on Churack) could be substituted 
with a more modern, flat / lean-to roof. This design (as seen in the sketch) 
could be similar to that other building on the Aquinas campus.

ELEMINATE / ELABORATE / ENHANCE
The limestone steps out the front of the Pavilion could be elaborated into proper 
seating. Three rows of permanent, plastic seating could be built.

REVERSE / REARRANGE
Overall layout of design could be rearranged with the two change rooms being 
separated and thus positioned either side of the function room / kitchen.

sport related events (including staff/student meetings, Melbourne Cup lunch, Art sessions, etc)

MODIFTY / MAGNFY / MINIFY
The design is an approbate and effective size. No major changes should be made to the size of this pavilion design.

PUT TO ANOTHER USE
The large red structure built on top of the pavilion is done in an attempt to make the design look unique and iconic. This 
could be slightly modified to provide shade & sun protection to the building itself or the area surrounding the building.

Wootten Road Sports Pavilion 
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COMBINE
The Wootten Road Pavilion is solely change rooms, toilets and storage. The design for whatever reason does not 
incorporate a kitchen space. Combining a kitchenette into the building make improve the use of the building.

SUBSTITIE
The bland brick and roller door colours make the design somewhat boring 
and dull. These colours / materials could be substituted with alternatives.

ELEMINATE / ELABORATE / ENHANCE
The elimination of the ramp, stairs will make the design safer and more practical. 
Both spectators and sports players could easily trip  / slip when going up or down 
the steps.

REVERSE / REARRANGE
From the photographs obtained an unbalanced 
design can be observed. A rearrangement of the 
rooms and layout of the pavilion may help to create 
an even, linear appearance to the building.

ADAPT
In the building, spectators cannot get an elevated view to 
watch the ovals, instead they are restricted to a single storey 
view. Note: The black fixtures above the pavilion are 
windows that provide natural light to the rooms below. If the 
building was adapted to a 2-storey design, this would 
enhance the viewing experience for people watching.


